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Optical absorption of an interacting many-polaron gas
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~Received 26 April 2000; revised manuscript received 20 November 2000; published 6 August 2001!

The optical absorption of a many~continuum! polaron gas is derived in the framework of a variational
approach at zero temperature and weak electron-phonon coupling strength. We derive a compact formula for
the optical conductivity of the many-polaron system, taking into account many-body effects in the electron or
hole system. Within the method presented here, these effects are contained completely in the dynamical
structure factor of the electron or hole system. This allows one to build on well-established studies of the
interacting electron gas. Based on this approach a feature in the absorption spectrum of the many-polaron gas,
related to the emission of a plasmon together with a phonon, is identified. As an application and illustration of
the technique, we compare the theoretical many-polaron optical absorption spectrum as derived in the present
work with the ‘‘d-band’’ absorption feature in Nd2CuO42d (d,0.004). Similarities are shown between the
theoretically and the experimentally derived first frequency moment of the optical absorption of a family of
differently doped Nd22xCexCuO4 materials.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.64.104504 PACS number~s!: 74.25.Gz, 71.38.2k, 74.25.Jb
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I. INTRODUCTION

As is the case for polar semiconductors and io
crystals,1 insight into the nature of polarons in high
temperature superconductors can be gained by studying
optical properties of these materials. The goal of the pres
paper is to present a theory of the optical conductivity o
system of continuum polarons at any density, includ
many-body effects between the constituent charge carr
for small electron-phonon coupling constant and for z
temperature. The method we develop here is based on
variational method introduced by Lemmens, Devreese,
Brosens2 ~LDB! for the ground-state energy of the man
polaron gas. The advantage of this approach over other t
ries of many-polaron optical absorption3,4 is that it allows
one to include many-body effects in the system of the c
stituent charge carriers of the polaron gas on the level of
dynamical structure factor of the underlying electron~or
hole! system. Thus it is possible to select the level of a
proximation used in the treatment of the many-polaron
by choosing the appropriate expression of the dynam
structure factor for theelectron~or hole! system.

Recently the infrared spectrum of cuprates has been
subject of intensive investigations,5–13 especially in the case
of the neodymium-cerium cuprate family Nd22xCexCuO4

~NCCO!.5,8–13 Several optical absorption features in the
frared cuprate spectrum have been tentatively associ
with large polarons7,14 or with a mixture of large and sma
~bi!polarons.15,16 These comparisons with polaron theo
were derived using a single-polaron picture, so that the d
sity ~doping! dependence of the optical absorption spec
could not be studied in detail. The many-body theory of
N-polaron spectrum, presented here, allows one to study
density ~doping! dependence of optical absorption spect
As a first application of the many-polaron optical absorpt
theory introduced here, a preliminary comparison is p
sented between the theoretical many-polaron optical abs
tion derived in the current work and the midinfrared spe
0163-1829/2001/64~10!/104504~10!/$20.00 64 1045
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trum of the neodymium-cerium cuprates recently determin
experimentally by Lupiet al.5

II. OPTICAL ABSORPTION IN THE MANY-POLARON
SYSTEM

A. LDB variational wave function for a many-polaron system

The Hamiltonian of a system ofN interacting continuum
polarons is given by
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wherer j andpj represent the position and momentum of t
N constituent electrons~or holes! with band massmb , ak

†,
and ak denote the creation and annihilation operators
longitudinal optical~LO! phonons with wave vectork and
frequencyvLO , Vk describes the amplitude of the interactio
between the electrons and the phonons; ande is the elemen-
tary electron charge. The ground-state energy of this ma
polaron Hamiltonian has been studied before by LDB,2 for
small electron-phonon coupling, by introducing a variation
wave function

ucLDB&5Uuf&uwel&, ~2!

where uwel& represents the ground-state many-body wa
function for the electron~or hole! system anduf& is the
phonon vacuum, andU is a many-body unitary operato
which determines a canonical transformation for a ferm
gas interacting with a boson field:

U5expH (
j 51

N

(
k

~ f kake
ik•r j2 f k* ak

†e2 ik•r j !J . ~3!
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J. TEMPERE AND J. T. DEVREESE PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 104504
In the limit of one fermion,U reduces to a canonical tran
formation inspired by Tomonaga17 and applied later by sev
eral workers, after Lee, Low, and Pines,18 but always for
one-particle theories. In LDB,2 this canonical transformation
was extended and used to establish a many-fermion the
The f k were determined variationally,2 resulting in

f k5
Vk

\vLO1
\2k2

2mbS~k!

, ~4!

for a system with total momentumPÄ( jpj50. In this ex-
pression,S(k) represents the static structure factor of t
constituent interacting many electron or hole system:

NS~k!5K (
j 51

N

(
j 851

N

eik•(r j 2r j 8)L . ~5!

The angular bracketŝ•••& represent the expectation valu
with respect to the ground state. It may be emphasized
Eq. ~3!, although it appears like a straightforward genera
zation of the one-particle transformation in Ref. 1
represents—especially in its implementation—a nontriv
extension of a one-particle approximation to a many-bo
system. As noted in the Introduction, the main advantage
the LDB many-polaron variational approach lies in the fa
that the many-body effects in the system of charge carr
~electrons or holes! are completely contained in the structu
factor of the electron~or hole! gas. This advantage will be
carried through into the calculation of the optical propert
of the interacting gas of continuum polarons which is t
subject of the current paper.

B. Kubo formula for the optical conductivity of the many-
polaron gas

The many-polaron optical conductivity is the response
the current density, in the system described by the Ham
tonian~1!, to an applied electric field~along thex axis! with
frequencyv. This applied electric field introduces a pertu
bation term in the Hamiltonian~1!, which couples the vecto
potential of the incident electromagnetic field to the curr
density. As is well known, within linear response theory, t
optical conductivity can be expressed through the Kubo
mula as a current-current correlation function:19
10450
ry.
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In this expression,V is the volume of the system, andJx is
thex component of the current operatorJ, which is related to
the momentum operators of the charge carriers:

J5
q

mb
(
j 51

N

pj5
q

mb
P, ~7!

with q the charge of the charge carriers (1e for holes,2e
for electrons! and P the total momentum operator of th
charge carriers. The real part of the optical conductivity
temperature zero, which is proportional to the optical abso
tion coefficient, can be written as a function of the to
momentum operator of the charge carriers as follows:

Re@s~v!#5
1

V\v

e2

mb
2
ReH E

0

`

eivt^@Px~ t !,Px~0!#&dtJ .

~8!

Integrating by parts twice, the real part of the optical co
ductivity of the many-polaron system can be written with
force-force correlation function:

Re@s~v!#5
1

V\v3

e2

mb
2
ReH E

0

`

eivt^@Fx~ t !,Fx~0!#&dtJ ,

~9!

with F5( i /\)@H0 ,P#. The commutator of the Hamiltonian
~1! with the total momentum operator of the charge carri
simplifies to

F52 i(
k

(
j 51

N

k~eik•r jakVk1e2 ik•r jak
1Vk* !. ~10!

This result for the force operator clarifies the significance
using the force-force correlation function rather than t
momentum-momentum correlation function. The opera
product Fx(t)Fx(0) is proportional touVku2, the charge-
carrier—phonon interaction strength. This will be a distin
advantage for any expansion of the final result in the char
carrier–phonon interaction strength, since one power
uVku2 is factored out beforehand. Denotingrk5( j 51

N eik•r j ,
the real part of the optical conductivity takes the form
s

Re@s~v!#5
1

V\v3

e2

mb
2
ReH (

k,k8
kx•kx8E

0

`

eivtK FeiH 0t/\~rkakVk1r2kak
1Vk* !e2 iH 0t/\,

~rk8ak8Vk81r2k8ak8
1 Vk8

* !
G L dtJ . ~11!

Up to this point, no approximations other thanlinear response theoryhave been made.

C. LDB canonical transformation for the optical conductivity

The expectation value appearing on the right-hand side of expression~11! for the real part of the optical conductivity i
calculated now with respect to the LDB many-polaron wave functionucLDB& ~2!:

J~k,k8!5^cLDBu@eiH 0t/\~rkakVk1r2kak
1Vk* !e2 iH 0t/\,~rk8ak8Vk81r2k8ak8

1 Vk8
* !#ucLDB& ~12!
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5K welU K fUFeiH 8t/\U21~rkakVk1r2kak
1Vk* !Ue2 iH 8t/\,

U21~rk8ak8Vk81r2k8ak8
1 Vk8

* !U
GUfL UwelL , ~13!
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where U is the many-polaron canonical transformation d
fined in Eq.~3! andH85U21H0U is the transformed Hamil-
tonian obtained in Ref. 2. The canonical transformation
the force term is

U21~rkakVk1r2kak
†Vk* !U5rk~ak2 f k* r2k!Vk

1r2k~ak
†2 f krk!Vk* .

~14!

The terms of lowest order in the electron-phonon interact
amplitudeuVku2 are given by

J~k,k8!5uVku2dkk8^welu^fueiH 8t/\rkake
2 iH 8t/\r2kak

†

2rkake
iH 8t/\r2kak

†e2 iH 8t/\uf&uwel& ~15!

52i uVku2dkk8Im@^welu^fueiH 8t/\rkake
2 iH 8t/\

3r2kak
1uf&uwel&#. ~16!

Taking the expectation value with respect to the phon
vacuum, we find

J~k,k8!52i uVku2dkk8

3Im$e2 ivLOt^welueiH 8t/\rke
2 iH 8t/\r2kuwel&%.

~17!

This can be substituted in the expression~11! for the real part
of the optical conductivity, which becomes

Re@s~v!#522
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e2
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2UVkU2E
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eivtIm

3@e2 ivLOt^welueiH 8t/\rke
2 iH 8t/\r2kuwel&#dtJ .

~18!

The right-hand side of Eq.~18! can be written in a more
compact form by introducing the dynamical structure fac
of the electron~or hole! system.

D. General expression

To find the formula for the real part of the optical condu
tivity in its final form, we introduce the standard expressi
for the dynamical structure factor of the system of cha
carriers interacting through a Coulomb potential,

S~q,w!5E
2`

1` K welU12 (
j ,l

eiq•[ r j (t)2r l (0)]UwelL eiwtdt.

~19!
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Rewriting expression~18! with the dynamical structure fac
tor of the electron~or hole! gas results in

Re@s~v!#5
n

\v3

e2

mb
2 (

k
kx

2uVku2S~k,v2vLO!, ~20!

where n5N/V is the density of charge carriers. As note
before,Vk is the electron-phonon interaction amplitude a
kx is thex component of the wave vector. Formula~20! for
the optical absorption of the many-polaron system has
intuitively appealing form.

In the theory of one-polaron optical absorption for we
coupling constantsa, the optical absorption coefficient a
obtained from Fermi’s golden rule is20

1 polaron: Re@s~v!#}v23(
k

kx
2uVku2

3d@\k2/~2mb!2~v2vLO!#.

~21!

At low densities, the dynamical structure factorS(q,n) is
strongly peaked aroundq2/25n and is close to zero every
where else.21 Substituting ad function d(q2/22n) for the
dynamical structure factor in formula~20! it is easily seen
that the one-polaron limit~21! ~Ref. 20! is retrieved. The
one-polaron result~21! is derived20 by considering a proces
in which the initial state consists of a photon of energy\v
and a polaron in its ground state, and the final state cons
of an emitted LO phonon with energy\vLO and the polaron,
scattered into a state with momentumk and kinetic energy
(\k)2/(2mb)5\(v2vLO). The many-polaron result, for
mula ~20!, is a generalization of this one-polaron pictur
The contribution which corresponds to the scattering o
polaron into the momentum statek and energy\(v2vLO)
is now weighed by the dynamical structure factorS(k,v
2vLO) of the electron~or hole! gas.

Formula~20! is reminiscent of the Hopfield formula22 de-
scribing the effect of impurities on the optical absorption
metals, which in turn is related to the expression obtained
Ron and Tzoar23 for the optical absorption in a quantum
plasma. Formula~20! also represents a generalization of t
results obtained by Gurevich, Lang, and Firsov.24 These au-
thors focused their attention on the many-body effects rela
to the Fermi exclusion statistics, whereas the present ana
will extend the results of Ref. 24 to study the influence
plasmons and further many-body effects in the system of
constituent electrons or holes, as discussed in the n
section.

The advantage of the LDB canonical transformati
method2 for the evaluation ofthe ground-state energyof a
polaron gas is that the many-body effects are contained in
static structure factor of the electron~or hole! system, ap-
4-3
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TABLE I. Material parameters used in the various figures. The physical parameters for GaAs corre
to those of the GaAs-AlGaAs heterostructure~Ref. 28!, the material parameters for ZnO are taken from R
29. The physical parameters for the neodymium-cerium cuprate are taken from Refs. 8 and 30. ‘‘n.a.~‘‘not
applicable’’! means that not enough data are available to estimate this material parameter.

Material parameters GaAs ZnO Nd1.85Ce0.15CuO4

Phonon frequency \vLO5 36.77 meV 73.27 meV 74 meV
Dielectric constants «05 12.83 8.15 n.a.

«`5 10.9 4.00 ca. 3.
Band mass mb5 0.0657 me 0.24 me n.a.
Coupling constant a5 0.068 0.849 n.a.
Polaron length unit aHO5 5.616 nm 2.082 nm n.a.
Bohr radius aB5 8.7797 nm 0.882 nm n.a.
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pearing in the analytical expression for the energy. The c
responding advantage of the canonical transformation in
present case, forthe optical conductivity, is that many-body
effects are again incorporated through a structure factor,
the dynamicalstructure factor of the electron~or hole! sys-
tem. The level of approximation made in treating the ma
body nature of the polaron system is determined by
choice of the dynamical structure factor of the electron
hole system.

In the present treatment of theelectron-phononinterac-
tions, the terms to leading order inuVku2 are automatically
taken into account through the variational formulation ba
on LDB.2 As noted before, the use of the force-force cor
lation function allows one to express the real part of
optical conductivity as Re@s(v)#5aF(v,a), so that to
lowest order in a, Re@s(v)#5aF(v,a50) where the
electron-phonon interaction is no longer present in the fa
F which includes the many-body effects of the electron~or
hole! system. A possible way to take into account high
order terms in the electron-phonon interactions would be
include electron-phonon coupling effects at the level of
dynamical structure factor appearing inF, in a manner simi-
lar to Mahan’s treatment of the polaron spectral function25

or to include multiple-phonon final states in the calculation26

E. Scaling relation for the optical absorption in two
and three dimensions

The modulus squared of the Fro¨hlich electron-phonon in-
teraction amplitude is given by

uVku255
~\vLO!2

k2

4pa

V
A \

2mbvLO
in 3D,

~\vLO!2

k

2pa

A
A \

2mbvLO
in 2D,

~22!

where a is the ~dimensionless! Fröhlich coupling constant
determining the coupling strength between the charge c
ers and the longitudinal optical phonons, andA is the surface
of the 2D system.27 In what follows, we will use polaron
units (\5mb5vLO51). The sum over wave vectors in E
~20! can be written as an integral, so that for the three
mensional case~with dynamical structure factorS3D) we find
10450
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2pv3E0

`

dqq2S3D~q,v2vLO !,

~23!

and for the two-dimensional case

Re@s2D~v!#5ne2
p

2
a

1

2pv3E0

`

dqq2S2D~q,v2vLO !.

~24!

From these expressions, it is clear that the scaling relatio

Re@s2D~v,a!#5Re@s3D~v,3pa/4!#, ~25!

which holds for the one-polaron case introduced in Ref.
is also valid for the many-polaron case if the correspond
2D or 3D dynamical structure factor is used.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. General results

The expressions~23! and ~24! allow us to derive results
both for a three-dimensional and for a two-dimensional p
laron gas atT50. The choice of a dynamical structure fact
for the electron~or hole! system allows one furthermore t
study the different levels of approximation@Hartree-Fock,
random phase approximation~RPA!, etc.# in the treatment of
the many-electron or many-hole system. The results p
sented in this section were obtained using the material
rameters of GaAs@for the two-dimensional~3D! case# and
ZnO ~for the three-dimensional case!. These material
parameters8,28–30are summarized in Table I.

Figure 1 shows the Hartree-Fock and the RPA result
the 2D many-polaron optical absorption spectrum~for GaAs,
at a densityn51012 cm22). For reference, the dashed curv
represents the familiar one-polaron result. In a first step,
discuss the result obtained by using the Hartree-Fock exp
sion for the dynamical structure factor of the electron~or
hole! system in the expressions~23! and ~24!.

The Fermi statistics causes the polarons to fill up a Fe
sphere up tokF5@n/(2p)#1/2. The optical absorption of the
polaron gas resulting from this system is represented by
solid curve labeled ‘‘Hartree-Fock’’ in Fig. 1. The spectr
weight at frequencies betweenvLO and 1.4vLO in Fig. 1 is
4-4
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OPTICAL ABSORPTION OF AN INTERACTING MANY- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 104504
reduced as compared to the single-polaron case, where
higher frequencies it is enhanced. A kink appears in the sp
trum at v5vLO1EF /\, as indicated by the dotted vertica
line in Fig. 1.

This can be understood as follows. The absorption proc
is characterized by aninitial state consisting of a polaron ga
filling up the Fermi sphere~up to energyEF , at T50) and a
photon with given energy\v, and by afinal state made up
of an emitted LO phonon with energy\vLO and a polaron
gas such that the one-polaron state inside the Fermi sphe
not occupied and the one-polaron state with energyE.EF is
occupied. The incident photon can only excite polarons
of the Fermi sea for which\v.hvLO1EF . A straightfor-
ward calculation in 2D shows that the fraction of polar
states in the Fermi sphere which can interact with a pho
of energy\v is given by

H 0 for v,vLO ,

\~v2vLO!

EF
for vLO,v,EF /\1vLO,

1for v.EF /\1vLO .

~26!

For photon frequencies betweenvLO and vLO1EF /\, the
number of polarons which cannot participate in the opti
absorption process due to the Pauli exclusion principle
creases linearly. Atv5vLO1EF /\, all polarons can partici-
pate. This leads to a kink in the function~26! describing the
number of polarons which can interact with the photon
given energy\v, as a function ofv. This is also the origin

FIG. 1. The real part of the optical conductivity~proportional to
the optical absorption coefficient! of an interacting large-polaron
gas is shown as a function of frequency, for a two-dimensional
~GaAs! from Eq.~24!. The material parameters are given in Table
The dashed curve represents the one-polaron result, the solid
labeled ‘‘Hartree-Fock structure factor’’ shows the result using
Hartree-Fock approximation to the dynamical structure factor of
electron~hole! system, and the solid curve labeled ‘‘RPA structu
factor’’ is the result in the random phase approximation. The do
vertical line indicates the threshold frequency above which all
larons can be scattered into unoccupied final states and partic
in the absorption process. The broad gray peak in the RPA curv
the plasmon-phonon contribution~see also Fig. 2!.
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of the kink in the optical absorption. This kink in the 2
many-polaron optical absorption spectrum at\v5\vLO
1EF was already noted in Ref. 28.

The solid curve labeled ‘‘RPA’’ in Fig. 1 is obtained b
using the RPA for the dynamical structure factor of the el
tron ~or hole! system. It illustrates the combined effects
the Fermi statistics, discussed in the previous paragraph,
screening in the electron~or hole! system. In comparison to
the Hartree-Fock curve, the main effect is an overall red
tion of the spectral weight at frequenciesv.vLO . There is,
however, a second effect, which is the appearance of a
tribution related to plasmons—this is the subject of the n
subsection.

B. Plasmon-phonon contribution

The RPA dynamical structure factor for the electron~or
hole! system can be separated in two parts, one relate
continuum excitations of the electrons~or holes! Scont and
one related to the undamped plasmon branch:31

SRPA~q,v!5Apl~q!d@v2vpl~q!#1Scont~q,v!,

where vpl(q) is the wave-number-dependent plasmon f
quency andApl is the strength of the undamped plasm
branch.31 The insets of Fig. 2 depict the regions in theq-v
plane@q5k/kF ,v5mbv/(\kF

2)# where the RPA dynamica
structure factor is different from zero. The contribution@after
substitution of SRPA in Eqs. ~23! and ~24! in the many-
polaron optical absorption# deriving from the undamped
plasmon branchApl(q)d@v2vpl(q)# will be denoted the
‘‘ plasmon-phonon’’ contribution. The physical process re
lated to this contribution is the emission of both a phon
and a plasmon in the scattering process.

Figure 2 shows the result for the optical absorption of
many-polaron gas for the 2D case~GaAs, left panel! and the
3D case~ZnO, right panel!. For reference, the dashed curv
show the one-polaron result. The solid curves show
many-polaron results in the random phase approximat
The shaded gray areas indicate the plasmon-phonon co
bution.

Now examine the 3D case~the right panel of Fig. 2!. The
frequency of the undamped plasmon mode lies betweenv1

andv2 wherev15vpl5A4pne2/mb is the frequency of the
plasmon branch atq50, andv2 is the frequency at which
the branch of the undamped plasmons enters the Lan
damping region@whose edge is given byv5\q2/(2mb)
1\kFq/(2mb)]. The corresponding plasmon-phonon cont
bution to the optical absorption ‘‘starts’’ atvLO1v1 and
‘‘ends’’ at vLO1v2. These frequencies are indicated by ve
tical dotted lines in the right panel of Fig. 2.

In the 2D case, the undamped plasmon branch is acou
like; for q→0, vpl→0. Consequently, the phonon-plasmo
peak in this case extends fromvLO up tovLO1v2 wherev2
is the frequency at which the undamped plasmon branch
ters the region of the continuum excitations of the 2D~RPA!
electron gas.

In Fig. 3, the evolution of the many-polaron optical a
sorption spectrum is shown as the density of electrons~or
holes! is increased. Two effects can be observed for incre
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FIG. 2. The real part of the optical conductiv
ity is shown as a function of frequency for a
interacting large-polaron gas in the 2D case~left
panel! and the 3D case~right panel!. The material
parameters used here are given in Table I. T
dashed curves represent the single polaron sp
tra. The solid curve represents the many-polar
spectrum. In this figure, the plasmon-phonon co
tribution to the optical many-polaron spectrum
shown as a shaded area. This contribution ari
from a process where a polaron, with the abso
tion of a photon, emits a phonon and a plasmo
The inset shows the regions in theq-v plane
where the dynamical structure factorS(q,v) of
the electron~or hole! system used in the optica
absorption formulas~23! and ~24! differs from
zero; the Landau damping region and the u
damped plasmon branch can be distinguished
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ing density: the reduction of the optical absorption abovev
.vLO and the shift towards higher frequencies of t
plasmon-phonon contribution, both in 2D~left panel! and in
3D ~right panel!. The f sum rule is nevertheless satisfied d
to the presence of a centrald(v) peak32 in the optical ab-
sorption of the polaron gas atT50.

C. Comparison with other theories

In earlier work, Wu, Peeters, and Devreese28 studied the
influence of screening on the electron-phonon interaction
a two-dimensional electron gas based on a memory func
approach using a perturbation expansion in the electron–
phonon coupling constant. The results of this perturba
approach of Ref. 28 for the optical conductivity in 2D, al
in the RPA framework, are consistent with the results deriv
from the present method based on thevariational LDB uni-
tary transformation. These authors found an enhanceme
the optical absorption at the frequency where the undam
plasmon branch reaches the region of continuum excitat
10450
in
n
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e

d

of
ed
ns

of the electron gas. The present, variational, method exte
these results by taking into account the entire undam
plasmon branch.

Recently, Cataudella, De Filippis, and Iadonisi3 investi-
gated the optical properties of the many-polaron gas by
culating the correction due to electron-phonon interaction
the RPA dielectric function of the electron gas, starting fro
the Feynman polaron model and Ref. 1. An aspect of
present method is that it is not restricted to the random ph
approximation for the treatment of the many-body effe
between the charge carriers. Cataudellaet al.3 also find a
suppression of the optical absorption with increasing dens
To our knowledge, the plasmon-phonon contribution was
revealed by the work of Cataudellaet al.3

For small~Holstein! polarons, a theory of the interactin
many-polaron gas and the polaronic Wigner crystal has b
developed by Fratini and Quemerais.33 The optical absorp-
tion of the interacting system of Holstein polarons w
derived,34 and compared to the infrared-active modes o
-
-
s,

g-
ty,
ct
a
ch

a

FIG. 3. The real part of the optical conductiv
ity is shown as a function of frequency for differ
ent densities of an interacting large-polaron ga
in the 2D case~left panel! and the 3D case~right
panel!. The material parameters used for this fi
ure are given in Table I. For increasing densi
the optical conductivity is reduced. Another effe
in the RPA approximation is the presence of
peak related to the undamped plasmon bran
~see Fig. 2! which shifts according to the plasm
frequency.
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served in the far-infrared spectrum of cuprate materials.
present formalism describes an interacting gas of la
~Fröhlich! polarons; moreover, the structure factors~RPA and
Hartree-Fock! used here to describe the electron gas or
hole gas underlying the polaron gas do not describe Wig
crystallization. Although the present formalism and t
theory for the Holstein polarons describe different regim
Eagleset al.16 have suggested that in cuprate materials
mixture of small and large polarons could coexist.

D. Comparison to the infrared spectrum of Nd2ÀxCexCuO4

Calvani and collaborators have performed dopin
dependent measurements of the infrared absorption sp
of the high-Tc material Nd22xCexCuO4 ~NCCO!. The region
of the spectrum examined by these auth
(50–10 000 cm21) is very rich in absorption features: the
observe a ‘‘Drude-like’’ component at the lowest frequenc
and a set of sharp absorption peaks related to phonons
infrared-active modes~IRAV, up to about 1000 cm21) pos-
sibly associated to small~Holstein! polarons.34 Three distinct
absorption bands can be distinguished: the ‘‘d band’’ ~around
1000 cm21), the midinfrared band ~MIR, around
5000 cm21), and the charge-transfer band~CT, around
104 cm21).8 Of all these features, thed band and, at a
higher temperatures, the Drude-like component have~hypo-
thetically! been associated with large polaron optic
absorption.5,7,14

For the lowest levels of Ce doping, thed band can be
most clearly distinguished from the other features. The
perimental optical absorption spectrum~up to 3000 cm21)
of Nd2CuO42d (d,0.004), obtained by Lupiet al.,5 is
shown in Fig. 4~shaded area! together with the theoretica
curve obtained by the present method~solid, bold curve! and,

FIG. 4. The infrared absorption of Nd2CuO42d (d,0.004) is
shown as a function of frequency, up to 3000 cm21. The experi-
mental results of Calvani and co-workers5 is represented by the thin
black curve and by the shaded area. The so-called ‘‘d-band’’ rise
intensity around 600 cm21 and increases in intensity up to a max
mum around 1000 cm21. The dotted curve shows the single p
laron result. The full black curve represents the theoretical res
obtained in the present work for the interacting many-polaron
with n51.531017 cm23, a52.1 andmb50.5 me .
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for reference, the one-polaron optical absorption result~dot-
ted curve!. At lower frequencies (600–1000 cm21) a
marked difference between the single polaron optical abs
tion and the many-polaron result is manifest. The experim
tal d band can be clearly identified, rising in intensity
about 600 cm21, peaking around 1000 cm21, and then de-
creasing in intensity above that frequency. At a density
n51.5•1017 cm23, we found a remarkable agreement b
tween our theoretical predictions and the experimental cu
The experimentally determined material parameters use
the present calculation are summarized in Table I. A ba
ground contribution, taken to be constant over the freque
range of thed band, was substracted in Fig. 4. The lack
experimental data on several material constants leave
with three adjustable parameters: the electron-phonon c
pling constanta, the band massmb , and the density of
charge carriers. These parameters were chosen as follow

~i! A set of theoretical optical absorption spect
were generated for different values of the band m
and densities ~for mb50.1,0.2,0.5,0.8,1.0,2.0 andn
5$0.1,0.2,0.5,1.0,1.2,1.5,2.0%31017 cm23).

~ii ! For each of those spectra, the coupling constanta was
chosen so as to fit the tail region of the experimental opt
absorption spectrum best, using a least-squares fitting pr
dure~the tail region is relatively insensitive to many-polaro
effects!.

~iii ! The best fitting curve, using again a least-squa
evaluation of the goodness of fit, was selected; we found
agreement withmb50.5me and n51.531017 cm23 at a
52.1.

This comparison with experiment could not be perform
at higher doping content: the frequency region of thed band
usually contains a strong nonuniform contribution of oth
optical absorption features~such as the onset of the MIR, th
tail of the Drude contribution, and the IRAV and phono
modes!. To take these other contributions into account, ad
tional adjustable parameters would have to be introdu
making a comparison less convincing. Fortunately, exp
mental results are available in the form of the normaliz
first frequency moment of the optical absorption spectr
~after substraction of the MIR and CT bands! Re@sexp (v)#:

^v&5
*0

vmaxvRe@sexpt~v!#dv

*0
vmaxRe@sexpt~v!#dv

, ~27!

wherevmax510 000 cm21.5 Lupi et al.5 determined̂ v& for
NCCO samples with a varying cerium doping content.
creasing the cerium doping will inject electrons in th
copper-oxide planes of the material and increase the
charge carrier density in these planes. A comparison of
experimental normalized first frequency moment to the t
oretical one presents the advantage that fewer param
need to be adapted: only thedensityand the electronband
masshave to be taken from experiment or~if experimental
values are lacking! fitted.
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The carrier density can be estimated numerically from
effective carrier concentrations in the different samples5 and
from a measurement of the two-dimensional Fermi veloc
performed for one of the samples.13 As for the other cuprates
the band mass of the electrons in NCCO has not yet b
determined experimentally35 and remains as an adjustab
parameter.

Figure 5 represents the comparison between the pre
theory and experiment. The squares with error bars show
experimental results for differently doped samples of NCC
reported in Ref. 5 The dashed curve shows the normal
first frequency moment of the theoretical optical absorpt
spectrum, integrated over the entire frequency range (vmax
→`). The tail region of the many-polaron optical absorpti
still carries a significant weight, just as it does in the on
polaron optical absorption. It is necessary to include the c
off frequency. The solid curve represents the theoret
first frequency moment with a cutoff frequencyvmax
510 000 cm21, which corresponds to the experiment
cutoff.5

There exists a fair agreement between the theoretical
the experimental values of the normalized first frequen
moment for the five samples with lowest density, which ha

FIG. 5. The normalized first frequency moment of the opti
absorption spectra is shown as a function of the density~expressed
through the Fermi wave vector!. The squares represent the expe
mental results of Lupiet al. ~Ref. 5! in a family of Nd22xCexCuO4

materials. The dashed curve shows the results from the theore
two-dimensional many-polaron optical absorption, obtained by
tegrating all frequencies in the calculation of the first frequen
moment. The solid curve shows the theoretical results obtaine
integrating up to a cutoff frequency, which is chosen
10 000 cm21 and which corresponds to the maximum frequency
the experiment~Ref. 5!. The material parameters are listed in t
figure, and the effect of choosing a different electron band mas
illustrated in the inset. The points withx,0.12, to the left of the
vertical dotted line, show agreement with the theoretical result fr
the many-polaron theoretical optical absorption, but it is clear t
the experimental cutoff frequency has to be taken into account.
the samples withx.0.12, a discrepancy between the theoretica
predicted first frequency moment and the observed first freque
moment is consistent with a possible insulator-to-metal transitio
x50.12 ~Ref. 8!.
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a cerium doping content ofx,0.12. These correspond to th
squares to the left of the dotted vertical line in Fig. 5. For t
four remaining samples (x.0.12) a discrepancy between th
theoretically predicted first frequency moment for unpair
polarons and the observed first frequency moment appea
has been observed experimentally that the weight of the l
frequency component in these samples~with x.0.12) is sig-
nificantly larger than the corresponding weight in samp
with x,0.12.8 This was interpreted in Ref. 8 as a cons
quence of an insulator-to-metal transition taking place
around the cerium-doping level ofx50.12. Therefore, it
seems reasonable to assume that above this doping levex a
change in the nature of the charge carriers takes place.
could hypothesize that, as the formation of bipolarons is s
bilized with increasing density of the polaron gas,36 bipo-
larons start playing a role in the optical absorption spectru
In a variety of other cuprates and manganates, the pres
of bipolarons has also been invoked to interpret a numbe
response-related properties.37

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Starting from the many-polaron canonical transformatio
and the variational many-polaron wave function~LDB! in-
troduced in Ref. 2 we have derived a formula for the opti
absorption coefficient Re@s(v)# of a many-polaron gas. We
find that Re@s(v)# can be expressed in a closed analytic
form in terms of the dynamical structure factorS(q,v) of
the electron~or hole! system, Eq.~24! in 2D and Eq.~23! in
3D. In the present approach, the electron-phonon coup
and the electron-electron many-body effects formally d
couple in the expression for Re@s(v)#. Therefore, the many-
body effects in the electron~hole! system can be taken int
account by employing any desired approximation to the
electric response~Hartree-Fock, RPA, etc.! of this electron
~hole! system.

In the present work, the dynamical structure fac
S(q,v) of the electron~or hole! gas was considered both i
the Hartree-Fock and the RPA approximation.

The main effect of the Pauli exclusion principle on th
optical absorption of the polaron gas turns out to be a shif
the oscillator strength towards higher frequencies. This ef
can be understood in terms of the available initial and fi
states in the polaron-photon scattering process and natu
invokes the Fermi energyEF of the electron~hole! gas.

The main effects in the case of the RPA approximation
an overall reduction of the optical absorption at frequenc
v.vLO and the introduction of a novel absorption featu
which we identified as a plasmon-phonon peak. T
plasmon-phonon peak shifts to higher frequencies with
creasing density, such that a double peak structure can ap
in the 3D many-polaron optical absorption spectrum, con
tent with the observed bimodal polaronic band in cadmi
oxide.38

As a first application of the method presented here,
chose to investigate the optical absorption of the interac
polaron gas in the RPA framework. For Nd2CuO42d (d
,0.004), similarities were observed~see Fig. 4! between the
line shape of the experimentald band and the many-polaro
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optical absorption as calculated here. To study the den
dependence, measurements~performed by Lupiet al.5 for a
family of Nd22xCexCuO4 materials! of the first frequency
moment of the optical absorption were compared to the
sults of the present theory. We find a fair agreement for
samples with the lowest densities~cerium dopingx,0.12).
A softening of the first frequency moment of the optical a
sorption for the samples with higher densities~cerium dop-
ing x.0.12) is consistent with a change in the nature of
charge carriers at a doping contentx50.12 inferred in Ref. 8
from infrared absorption experiments.
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